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The AmbaFlex Guide is published annually by AmbaFlex International b.v. 
The latest version of the guide can be requested at marketing@ambaflex.com.

The information provided within this Guide is designed to provide helpful 
information on the subjects discussed. While we try to keep the information 
up-to-date and correct, there are no representations or warranties, express or 
implied, about the completeness, accuracy, reliability, suitability or availability 
with respect to the information, products, services, or related pictures contained 
in this Guide for any purpose. Any use of this information is at your own risk. No 
part of this guide may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any 
means including photocopying without permission from the author.

Illustrations shown are indicative. Illustrations can differ in details from those 
supplied. Illustrations may also show options that are not in the scope of 
supply unless specified in the quotation/ order. All dimensions specified in this 
document are meant to be ‘design’ dimensions. For the ‘as build’ dimensions, 
larger functional tolerances should be considered.

Products marked as “patent pending” or “patented” are protected by 
intellectual property rights on one or more essential details. The IP-rights are 
granted or licensed by or to AmbaFlex International b.v. or its associated group 
companies. The (respective) rights are granted in only a limited number of 
countries. For a complete list of patents pending and patents granted, and the 
countries for which this is applicable, we refer to www.ambaflex.com. For the 
latest overview of the IP-rights, we refer to espacenet.com or to the respective 
national register.
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AmbaFlex is active in the 10 industries mentioned below.  
For each of these industries we offer specific solutions  
combining the experiences we build up over 20 years  
with 25,000 machines installed.
 
These solutions per industry are explained on the next pages.

Industry Solutions
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PRIMARY PACKING

Primary packages come in many shapes and sizes  
but their versatility and sensitivity make them prone to  
possible damage. Because AmbaFlex spiral conveyors are 
known for the level of quality they deliver and their versatile 
functionality, they are widely used in primary packing.  

This ranges from vertical transport between floors to creating 
portal passages, as well as the cooling and dynamic  
accumulating of products. 

Compared to the usual modular plastic conveyor belts,  
the AmbaFlex conveyor belt is much stronger due to its  
steel base chain which can be extended over a 100 metres  
of belt. 

The AmbaFlex belt has fewer transitions, less motors,  
better product handling and offers some unique solutions.  
This fits in perfectly with the demands of a smart and  
efficient enhancing solution in packaging lines. 
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Portal

If it is not the height, but the transit and safe accessibility between 
packaging lines that is the objective, then the Portal-ONE is the 
perfect solution. The portal consists of 2 spirals with an integrated 
overhead conveyor. And since we only use one continuous spiral 
conveyor, an unbroken and fault-free passage will occur for small 
and unstable packs.

Elevations as high as 30 metres 
or stacking up to unlimited 
heights. The possibility of 
combining up to four parallel 
independent conveyor belts 
in a single coil is in line with the 
trend towards parallel pack 
flows. The optional stainless steel 
configurations match the high 
demands of cleanability. 

Elevation
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In order to cool, cure or  
vacuum test the products,  
time is required within a 
continuous flow. Hundreds of 
metres of spiral conveyor can 
be achieved in a compact 
and fault-free way which can 
provide the necessary minutes 
in order to realise a time-delay 
within the process. 

Time delay

When packs need to be stored online, for example,  
to feed discontinuous secondary packaging processes,  
or to create rainbow packages with a variety of flavours,  
the spiral offers a compact solution. 

Buffering
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In order to increase line efficiency,  
each machine has to perform  
optimally in the packaging process. 
The solution for catching speed  
differences, or obtaining a quick  
booting synchronization, is line  
balancing with an accumulator. 
This also helps with eliminating micro 
stops and to prevent shutdowns in sensitive processes  
such as conditioned packaging or the continuous welding  
of flow packs.

When flow synchronization is of the essence, rather than the 
dynamic accumulation of large quantities, floor-level dynamic 
accumulation conveyors are the solution. Breaking the start-up 
harmonics and smoothing out micro speed differences, require 
rapid ramp-up and down accumulators. Connecting packing 
steps with these small accumulators in between will boost the 
line efficiency.  

Dynamic Spiral Accumulation

Dynamic Accumulation 
Conveyor
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SECONDARY PACKING

In end-of-line packaging, there are two critical aspects  
for keeping the whole process running smoothly.

First is the line availability; because if the end of the line 
stops, the complete upstream packaging and processing 
needs to stop. 

Second is a clever layout; as most palletizers need to be  
closer to the dispatch area than to the packing line,  
creative three-dimensional solutions are required.  
AmbaFlex offers solutions that include both these  
critical aspects as well as high performance and  
low cost of ownership.

For multi-row handling, AmbaFlex was the first company  
that invented and implemented the multi-belt,  
dual lanes or even triple lane spirals, thus allowing  
multiple independent flows of items to run parallel  
between a packer and a palletizer. 

And now the SpiralVeyor SVe is also available. 
The “e” stands for extended belt width which allows  
for even wider multiple flows 
in different configurations.  
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One of the traits of a spiral 
conveyor is its large conveyor 
length in relation to the limited 
floor space it needs. 

The Cascade Clever Designed Solution is a patented way  
to store items in the spiral in case the packing speed exceeds 
the palletizing speed and, vice versa, to release them.
For multi-palletizing with one high-speed palletizer serving  
multiple packing lines, the cascade solution can be built as 
parallel compact storage units ensuring that the palletizer  
and packaging are uncoupled to maximize output.
 

SpiralConnect

Cascade buffering
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AmbaFlex offers a unique  
combination by combining  
vertical and horizontal  
transport; SpiralVeyors for  
vertical elevation and  
AmbaVeyors for transport  
over longer distances. The two match each other perfectly and 
can even be joined into a one-drive belt system. Combine the 
SpiralVeyor with the AmbaVeyor and you have the most flexible 
and low investment solution to connect secondary packing with 
palletization. 



If it is not the height but the 
transit and safe accessibility 
between packaging 
lines that is the objective, 
then the Portal-ONE is the 
solution. The portal consists 

of 2 spirals with an integrated overhead conveyor. Due to the 
fact that only ONE continuous conveyor belt is used, there is 
a continuous and interruption-free passage for the packages 
while operators and pallet traffic have free access between 
the lines.

Elevation is key in designing a layout that  
maximizes floor efficiency, especially when  
connecting different buildings and spanning  
existing equipment. The SpiralVeyor is the  
preferred solution as it is continuous,  
high-speed, has a low risk of failure and is 
intrinsically safe. Platform elevators may 
appear economic, but costs rapidly add up when taking into 
account the necessary fencing, extra controls, sensors and the 
accumulation conveyors, resulting in a higher investment in 
the end. Furthermore, the total cost of ownership and risks of 
product flow jamming are critical aspects for many customers 
when choosing for a SpiralVeyor.

Elevation

Create access
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PDC
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PreDefined Configuration

AmbaFlex as inventor of the spiral conveyor, and with 
over 25,000 machines in the market, is by far the most 
experienced party.

These experiences are boiled down into market and  
application-specific PreDefined Configurations  
that exactly suit to our customers’ needs. 

• PackLift
• PackLift Lean
• AccuPack
• CartonLift
• BottleLift
• Container MassflowLift ND
• Container MassflowLift HD
• CartonBrickLift
• ContainerpackLift 
• BottleCrateLift
• ParcelLift
• LogiLift
• ToteLift
• BaggageLift
• CoolingTower

PreDefined Configurations



TRIPLE-E  TECHNOLOGY

SLIM LINE DESIGN  

SUPER GRIP SPIRAL BELT 

ENDLESS STAINLESS GUIDE PLATE  

TIP SUPPORT 

ULTRA FLAT, HIGH FRICTION

COMPACT TRANSFER

CR COATING

MULTI CHAIN OPTION

ONE MINUTE MAINTENANCE 

NO FLICK

MULTI TRACK OPTION

CONTINUOUS FLOW

GLASS CONTAMINATION PACKAGE

INTEGRATED SIDE GUIDE 
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NON-TOUCHING

ONE BELT SYSTEM 

COOL & CONNECT 

INTERLOCKING BELT SURFACE

TIP GUIDING

FLAT TRACK

CR CHAIN

STAINLESS STEEL CHAIN

BANKING

LINE CONTACT

STACKABLE CONFIGURATION

UNIFORM SPAREPARTS

CLEANABILITY

DEBRIS-HANDLING

PRODUCT-GUIDING
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SpiralVeyor packlift

Enabling 3-dimensional primary pack flow

PDC PreDefined Configuration
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the packlift coNfiguratioN 
The SpiralVeyor PackLift is a special configuration of a spiral  
conveyor used to elevate or store flows of primary packed  
items of all kinds. The SpiralVeyor programme is very  
extensive and features conveyors tailored to every  
application.

PRODUCTS

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES

X2

BD2
D1

X1

 nano  compact  compact  compact 
Description SVs100-650 SVs100-850 SVs140-900 SV200-1000
Belt Width (B)  100 mm 100 mm 140 mm 200 mm
Column Width (D1)  159 mm 324 mm 324 mm 324 mm
Centreline Diameter (D2) 650 mm 850 mm 900 mm 1000 mm
Footprint (X1/X2) mm  790x1060 990x1160 1080x1130 1240x1240

PREDEFINED SOLUTION
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SpiralVeyor packlift leaN

Enabling 3-dimensional primary pack flow 
for light applications

PDC PreDefined Configuration
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the packlift leaN coNfiguratioN 
The SpiralVeyor PackLift Lean configuration is a special  
configuration of a spiral conveyor used to elevate flows  
of primary packed items for light applications.

PRODUCTS

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES

X2

BD2
D1

X1

PREDEFINED SOLUTION
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Description SVs100-650 SVs100-850 SVs140-900 
Belt Width (B)  100 mm  100 mm  140 mm  
Column Width (D1)  159 mm 159 mm 159 mm  
Centreline Diameter (D2) 650 mm 850 mm 900 mm 
Footprint (X1/X2)  790x1060 mm 990x1160 mm 1080x1130 mm



accuVeyor accupack

Dynamic Accumulation for primary packing

PreDefined Configuration
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the accupack coNfiguratioN 
The PreDefined Configuration “AccuVeyor AccuPack”  
is a special spiral accumulator used to accumulate  
flows of primary packed items of all kinds.
The AccuVeyor programme is very extensive and  
features accumulators tailored to every application.

X2

BD2
D1

X1

Description AVh N 140-2030
Belt Width (B)  140 mm 
Centreline Diameter (D2) 2030 mm
Footprint (X1/X2)  3140x2450 mm
Clear height 160 mm
(optional clear height) 85 mm
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PRODUCTS

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES

PREDEFINED SOLUTION



SpiralVeyor cartoNlift

For secondary packing lines

PDC PreDefined Configuration
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the cartoNlift coNfiguratioN 
The SpiralVeyor CartonLift is a special configuration of  
a spiral conveyor used on a secondary packing line.  
The SpiralVeyor programme is wide and contains  
conveyors tailored to every application.

Description SV300-900 SV400-1300 SV500-1300
Belt Width (B)  300 mm  400 mm  500 mm 
Column Width (D1)  324 mm 324 mm 324 mm 
Centreline Diameter (D2) 900 mm 1300 mm 1300 mm
Footprint (X1 / X2)  1240x1290 mm 1740x1740 mm 1840x1870 mm

X2

BD2
D1

X1
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PRODUCTS

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES

PREDEFINED SOLUTION



SpiralVeyor coNtaiNerpacklift

For end of line high speed liquid container elevation

PDC PreDefined Configuration
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the coNtaiNerpacklift coNfiguratioN 
The SpiralVeyor ContainerPackLift is a special configuration  
of a spiral conveyor used on a secondary packing line.  
The SpiralVeyor programme is wide and contains  
conveyors tailored to every application.

X2

BD2
D1

X1
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PRODUCTS

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES

Description SV300-900 SV400-1300 SV500-1300 SV600-1600
Belt Width (B) 300 mm 400 mm 500 mm 600 mm
Colom Width (D1) 324 mm 324 mm 324 mm 324 mm
Centerline Diameter (D2) 900 mm 1300 mm 1300 mm 1600 mm
Footprint (X1/X2) mm 1240x1290 1740x1740 1840x1870 2240x2240 
 

PREDEFINED SOLUTION



SpiralVeyor bottlecratelift

Safe & continuous elevation of crates filled and empty

PDC PreDefined Configuration
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the bottlecratelift coNfiguratioN 
The SpiralVeyor BottleCrateLift is a special configuration
of a spiral conveyor used everywhere in returnable glass filling 
lines to bring empty or filled crates up or down to the requested 
level. This PreDefined Configuration contains special features to 
handle dirt and cleaned crates. 

X2

BD2
D1

X1
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PRODUCTS

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES

Description SV300-900 SV400-1300
Belt Width (B) 300 mm 400 mm
Colom Width (D1) 324 mm 324 mm
Centerline Diameter (D2) 900 mm 1300 mm
Footprint (X1/X2 1240x1290 mm 1740x1740mm

PREDEFINED SOLUTION
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